
Sussex County Archery Association 

Executive Committee Minutes 
 

 
 

 
15th January 2018 7.00pm at University of Sussex Sports Centre 
 
PRESENT 
Philip Van Buren (President), Rod Brown (Chair and SCAS), Graham Stevens (Treasurer), Petra 
Ginman (Summer League), Michaela Lake (Field Archery Officer and Field Records), Elizabeth 
Kellingley (Target Records), Nick Lea (Team Manager), James Jackson (Rankings), Sue Mangan 
(Juniors Reresentative and Junior League), Adele McPeake (Membership Representative and Field 
Tournament), Martin Newman (Membership Representatives), Peter Probert (Member) 
 
1) APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Doreen Cannon (General Secretary), Iain Cadle (County Coaching), Ann Tyrrell (Safeguarding) 
 
2) MINUTES OF OCTOBER MEETING 
Due to illness of the General Secretary and Julie Coates’ move away from Sussex, the Minutes of the 
October Meeting were not available. 
 
3) MATTERS ARISING 
To be dealt with when Minutes are available (October Meeting primarily about upcoming AGM) 
 
4) OFFICERS REPORTS 
CHAIR: RB reported that an old friend of SCAA and frequent County Team Member, Sylvia Baldwin, 
is very unwell. Those on the Committee who know Sylvia signed a card for her, which was sent to 
Sylvia and Steve with Best Wishes. 
Also reported that he had applied for Tassel Status for the County Clout shoot, which has now been 
announced in the NCAS Clout News. 
 
SECRETARY: DC has had severe ‘Flu and was unable to attend, so no report. 
SM enquired on behalf of Six Villages AC whether receipts would be issued for block subscriptions, 
GS replied on secretary’s behalf saying that as every Club paid by Cheque or Bank Transfer, receipts 
had never to his knowledge been issued. 
 
TREASURER: GS reported: 
The current balance is £20,780, which is up £4,119 on my last report. This is a surplus of £3,740 for 
the year to date. This includes the 2017/18 affiliation renewal income. 
There has been little activity otherwise. 
Membership Fees have been received from all Clubs, and Numbers appear to be up on 2017. Due to 
the change of Accounting date it’s difficult to compare figures exactly with last year, but SCAA did 
spend more of our reserves last year to improve resources and reduce the surplus, however income 
from membership and the Outdoor Tournament was greater than in the previous period so the 
balance is a bit bigger than expected. 
 



SUMMER LEAGUE SECRETARY: PG reported:  
Following informal discussion about finding a competition format that would encourage more 
Archers to participate in the League, it had been agreed that we will go ahead using the 2017 Rules, 
but will have a full consultation with clubs as part of round-table discussions. 
She confirmed that she had delivered the Division One Trophy to Plumpton Bowmen. 
 
RECORDS OFFICER – TARGET: EK reported: 
David Coates handed over all Records data, and she has spent time familiarising herself with the 
system used and with uploading to the SCAA website. 
 
FIELD OFFICER / FIELD RECORDS: ML reported:  
Sussex Field Tournament – High Weald have scheduled a two day tournament 28th and 29th July 
2018.  High Weald have asked for the Sussex Champs to be 2 day instead of one day, giving the 
Sussex archers that rarely shoot field a more varied shooting experience than the one day marked.  
SCAS is on 28th/29th April 2018 on an EFAA course.  
Qualifying rounds for WA 3D – June at Bedfordshire (TBC) and possibly a shoot at another EFAA 
course in April.   Therefore, arrangements for the Sussex WA 3D awaiting confirmation of these 
dates. Then to decide whether the shoot is prep for qualifying or prep for the selected archers.  
The qualifying period for the World Field Championships ends by end of May.  It looks from the 
current position on the rankings that Sussex could have two archers qualifying.  Any funding from 
AGB has changed as the AGB field committee has altered how the funding is provided.  This will 
mean that there is reduced funding to the international field archers which has been reduced year 
on year for the last 3 years.  The current field committee will also be changing in alignment with the 
restructure of Archery GB.   
AGB have also requested to take over the Sussex Field Achievement award scheme.   I have said that 
Sussex have outlayed a lot of work and finances to getting this up and running.  They will help 
advertise the Sussex Achievement awards to help use up the badges etc.  and once done, they want 
to take it over, phasing out the Arrowhead awards as they do not encourage every bowstyle as our 
system does.    
Additional field pegs – there will be a phasing in of another colour peg.  Details will be sent out.  This 
is for an incentive for junior archers/new to field archery.  Will not be record status but provide a 
different option.  Cannot be used for UKRS as could be used to help distance gauging.  
 
Items for discussion: 
Sussex field – funding for medals etc?  Answer: SCAA will provide medals for Championships 
Need to get more people into field archery – field training. ML offer basic field training midweek at 
clubs. Can I borrow a couple of 3Ds if clubs take me up on it?  Answer: SCAA is prepared to purchase 
three more 3-D targets with a foam Repair Kit, to be used for practice, including this type of 
introductory event, the targets to be marked so they can easily be identified, and attempts must to 
be made to repair and prolong useful life. 
 
TEAM MANAGER: NL reported: 
It has been a relatively quiet few months on the county tournament front. 
However, the one tournament Sussex participated in was a huge success! 
The Kent Indoor 4-Way tournament in Sittingbourne on November 25h saw our archers pitted 
against Essex, Kent and Surrey. Two Portsmouth rounds defined the day with Compound and 
Recurve archers shooting the morning session and Barebow and Longbow in the afternoon. 
We were under some pressure following the morning session, lying in 3rd place, although, only 39 
points off leaders, Kent. 
The afternoon round saw our barebow and longbow archers excel, topping both categories; our 
longbow archers by 8 points but our barebow archers took full honours by a huge margin of 189 



points! 
Sussex walked away as overall tournament winners and winners in both longbow and barebow 
categories. 
A fantastic effort by all. 

 
SCORES ACHIEVED WERE… 
Recurve Gerry Deak 574 
Marc Charlesworth 570 
Natasha Homer 545 
Ben Green 540 
Compound Kai Thomas-Prause 589 
Dan Allen 582 
Kim Lea 563 
Terry Maskell 556 
Barebow Jason Meehan 560 
Pete Mann 532 
Steve Hamilton 523 
Michaela Lake 502 
Longbow Chris Ellis 495 
Phil Reay 450 
Alan Smith 438 
Nicola Curtis 419 
 
I would also like to congratulate Marc Charlesworth and Nathan Thomas who shot for the winning 
England Home International team at the Junior National Indoor tournament, and Bryony Pitman who 
was top recurve Lady at the Senior Indoor National Championships the following day. 
Looking ahead, we provisionally have the Hampshire intercounty WA1440 on 6th May and the Kent 
Inter-County on June 10th. 
I have done away with the paper mileage claim forms and asked everyone to email their claims 
(along with payment details) to me. I can then send a consolidated (password controlled) to 
Graham. 
 
ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION ABOUT TEAM ROUNDEL BADGES / YEAR BARS 
Peter Probert attended the meeting in order to raise the question of distribution of Roundel badges 
and Year Bars to Archers who had represented Sussex County, as they had not been distributed in 
2017 and there was a question of whether the Executive Committee decision taken last year to 



award Roundels in all Disciplines and Styles had been overlooked. PvB recalled that originally team 
members were give a Shoulder Flash for their first team appearances, and only given a Roundel after 
being part of the team three times; and at that time the only Discipline at County level was Recurve 
Target Archery. He recognised times have changed and supported the idea of different Roundel-type 
badges for each discipline, as some archers shot more than one. After some discussion it was agreed 
NL will review Roundel and Year Bar stock and make proposals for new designs. 
 
RANKINGS OFFICER: JJ reported: 
He has spent time getting to know David Coates’ databases and has confirmed he is able to edit and 
upload to the website when required. The Rankings are up to date and no new submissions have 
been received, but after collecting scores for several indoor tournaments has decided to limit the 
number shown on listings rather than show all eligible scores. He has sent a circular to Clubs asking 
them to tell all members that Rankings Scores are required. 
 
OUTDOOR TOURNAMENT OFFICER: 
No officer appointed. Discussed under (6) below 
 
INDOOR TOURNAMENT OFFICER: 
No officer appointed. Prior to the meeting KL and JJ together with PvB and RB had had a meeting 
with the Premises Management at the Brighton University Sports Hall, and briefly surveyed the 
building to see what would need to be done to accommodate indoor tournaments. 
Generally the hall should suit our purposes well, it’s a little wider in the direction along the shooting 
and target lines and a little shorter in the direction of shooting than the Durrington Leisure Centre 
used in 2008, which was a good size for a County Championships. The conclusion reached was that 
we will propose alternative means of rigging the stop nets and other modifications, such as 
permanent shooting and target lines, and submit them to the University. 
EK and JJ pointed out that things move slowly in Higher Education, and there are plenty more steps 
to be taken before we get a definite go-ahead. EK said another problem with this slow process is the 
short time the Students stay at the Universities – the current club Officers who’ve been so helpful 
will be graduating soon, and anyway none of the Students have any experience at organising County-
Level Events, so on top of technicalities around using the Hall, the Event won’t go ahead without a 
County-Provided Organiser. It was highly unlikely agreement would be reached in time for an 
Autumn 2018 Championships. 
 
FIELD TOURNAMENT OFFICER: 
The offer from THWAC reported by ML was welcomed by SCAA, and the Field Tournament Officer 
position will be occupied by AM. 
 
JUNIOR INDOOR LEAGUE: SM reported: 
Entry information was posted on the Sussex Website in October, but unlike other years the League 
Secretary wasn’t able to mass-mail all the Clubs and former Entrants, and very few Juniors have 
entered so far. There’s still time to enter and put in enough scores, and she will accept scores from 
November and December. She will put out a mail shot reminder to her mailing list and to Sussex 
Club Secretaries. 
 
SCAS REPRESENTATIVE: RB reported: 
 There has been no SCAS Council Meeting since the last Report in October, the next meeting is on 
20th January. 
I have emailed all Sussex Clubs to ask them to check and if necessary revise their contact and club 
details for publication in the 2018 SCAS Green Book Directory, so far 18 have replied, with 6 still to 



confirm. Of course if any email addresses in the 2017 list are incorrect the clubs will not receive the 
enquiry. The revised list will be useful to SCAA as we will now have a corrected list to work from. 
I have also provided the Indoor Shoot report, and the list of 2017 Sussex Champions, which I attach - 
please advise me if you see any errors. 
As reported in October, I have taken on the job of SCAS Records Officer for Target Archery, which 
has been vacant for at least eight years, and although the SCAS Secretary compiled new listings in 
2012 from the most of the County Records, the lists weren't considered finalised and weren't 
published. I've just spent several days producing the Clout Records which hadn't been compiled, and 
checking the 2012 lists against National Records held by SCAS archers, and have updated quite a 
number of random records that I was aware had been superceded recently. The new lists will be 
sent out to the records officers of the SCAS Counties after the January Council Meeting so they can 
look for better scores in their Records, and it's hoped to have functioning Regional Records by the 
April AGM. 
 
SAFEGUARDING OFFICER : No Report 
 
COUNTY COACHING OFFICER: IC sent his report as follows: 
National news : Coaching numbers : Sussex Coaching numbers are currently unknown due to a lack 
of a report from Archery GB, AGB has been chased regularly since September. The issue has been 
caused by an introduction of a new computer system at headquarters. 
AGB has released their coaching road map, this has been circulated via the coaching Facebook page, 
seen by 25 people but no comments yet. 
Regional news : Despite a couple of emails to the RCO, no contact has been established.  I will 
continue to attempt to establish contact and will advise accordingly. 
County news : Martletts is currently looking into holding workshops for the benefit of both coaches 
(CPD points) and archers. We have run into issues in setting dates for theses due to a lack of 
available locations.  
Individual clubs are organising workshops and these are being advertised, to the coaches, via the 
Martletts Facebook page. 
Addendum 26/01/2018: Further enquiry with AGB produced these figures for coaches in Sussex: 
Senior Coach - 1    County coach - 5    Level 2 - 16    Level 1 - 31 
 
5) TRANS-GENDER ISSUES 
JJ has encountered Trans-gender Issues arising in the context of Record Scores and Tournament 
Results, and has been advised that BUCS will accept trans-gender participants moving from female 
to male shooting rounds used to determine Gentlemen’s results in an event, but not accept 
participants moving from male to female shooting rounds determining the Ladies’ results. It was not 
clear whether this would still be the case when the transition was deemed to be complete and 
absolute. RB to discuss further with the SCAS Region Officer dealing this issue, and with Archery GB 
who are due to give guidance. 
 
6) 2018 COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The Committee discussed whether to change date as Crawley Archers have booked the third full 
weekend of July for their Charity Weekend on the Hazelwick School Field, whether to have World 
Record Status or to make the shoot more Intermediate-Friendly, whether to look for permanent 
alternative venues and considered how to review alternative venues if appropriate, and whether to 
replace the target bosses that had anyway been identified needing to be replaced for 2017 but due 
to lack of an Equipment Officer were not. 
There was unanimous agreement that SCAA should not repeat what happened in 2017, and that it 
makes much better sense to try to increase the level of participation and willingness to help run 
County Events, which would help Archery at all levels in the County. A number of suggestions were 



made for events, it was agreed that the originators of the ideas should give them some detailed 
thought so we have some workable options to consider – and the probability is several approaches 
will emerge, all worth following up. In addition to the Field and 3-D taster suggested in her Field 
report, ML suggested an Evening Shoot where Novices could shoot a Warwick Round, with different 
bow types sharing the same targets, each group supported by an expert archer in that style. RB 
would like to arrange an ‘Up the Distance’ workshop to persuade Archers move beyond their 
comfort zones. All designed to promote the various Archery Disciplines available around Sussex and 
to help Novice and Intermediate Club Archers gain the confidence to enjoy Archery Events and meet 
other Archers outside their Home Clubs. MN stressed the importance of distributing and mirroring 
the events across the county so nobody would have to travel far. 
SM felt it was still best to hold the post-mortem on the 2017 Championships even if a new TO hadn’t 
come forward, to help with forward planning. PP has nearly finished the Outdoor Tournament 
Handbook. 
 
7) TEAM SELECTION POLICY 
Some dissatisfaction had been reported with the current policy, which for some years has been 
Rankings based, although submission of scores is not exactly universal from all the Archers who 
would like to be considered. It had been hoped a discussion paper would be ready for the meeting 
but all the people involved ran out of free time. It is several months until the next County match so it 
was agreed the Team Manager, League Secretary and Field Officer will brainstorm some ideas ready 
for discussion at a future meeting. 
 
8) SUMMER LEAGUE OPTIONS 
Last year’s years attempt by the League Secretary to change the Rules and Round to encourage 
more archers to take part ended in failure when some clubs reacted strongly, particularly to the 
proposal to reduce the length of the round to six dozen. At the end of the season it was obvious that 
even the reversion to an Albion hadn’t worked across the board, and even fewer had participated. It 
was agreed that the name of the league will continue to be “The Sussex Summer League” and the 
Rules will be as revised just before the start of the 2017 season, but a County-Wide discussion will be 
held, probably at the Round-Table Meeting being considered, to try to find out whether there is 
formula that will appeal to our Intermediate-level Archers – we need everyone’s views. GS thought 
the value of the League was it introduced Novices to the idea of shooting mildly competitively with 
Archers for other clubs, often at ‘away’ venues. SM said that the decline in participation, and the 
short involvement in Archery by much of the new intake, means we are running out of Experienced 
Archers. JJ felt a 6-dozen Round is the ideal round for Novices to progress towards competitive 
archery, and that the Short Metric was the best 6-dozen round for the purpose. Most committee 
members had come across non-participating archers whose main problem was being away for an 
entire long day at the weekend. Agreed to be one of the main topics at proposed March Round 
Table. 
 
9) IMPROVING COMMUNICATIONS WITH MEMBERSHIP 
The new General Data Protection Regulations coming into force in May will mean that in most 
circumstances Clubs will have to get explicit permission from their members to keep and process 
Personal data, even names and membership numbers. For a long time SCAA has wanted to be able 
to contact all members directly, and it was agreed SCAA will contact all Clubs to alert then to the 
requirements of the Regulations, and ask that when obtaining permission from their members the 
Clubs also are asked whether they will do the same for SCAA. 
Because AGB have already asked for Dates of Birth of all members, clubs already hold more than just 
names and addresses. Clubs might reasonably want to hold the following information… 
Name 



Membership Number - sole purpose is administrative convenience, a concise way of unique 
identification  
Contact Information - Street Address, Land-line Telephone, Mobile Telephone, eMail, Social Media 
IDs 
Performance Data such as Shooting Handicap or Classification 
Para-Classification 
Medical or Physical Alerts (not necessarily identifying a specific condition) 
SM said the last item is often difficult to manage safely, and rather than carry a file or keep 
information on the range, her club hand a form to the Facilities Manager who keeps the forms 
securely with the 1st Aid Equipment – this may practical for other clubs. 
 
10) PUBLICATION OF DRAFT AGM MINUTES AND MEETINGS DIGEST 
It was agreed to publish the AGM Minutes in Draft form as soon as possible after the AGM, and to 
publish a Digest of each Executive meeting, rather than wait to have the Minutes approved at the 
next meeting, when they might be out-of-date. 
 
11) IMPROVING PARTICIPATION AND MEETING CLUB REQUIREMENTS 
It was agreed to convene a Round Table All-Club Meeting before the Outdoor Season, with the 
intention of getting at least two delegates from every Club to attend in addition to any SCAA Exec 
Committee members from that club. Overall objective to find out whether Members have any 
interest in County Activities, and if so, what the Clubs need in the way of support to raise levels of 
participation in Club and County Events, and to work together to give a larger portion of the 
membership the support and the kind of activities they would take part in. Important topics would 
be the County Championships and the Summer League, but underpinning both would be suggestions 
for events to encourage a more adventurous attitude in Novices, with a view to increasing the length 
of the time members stay in Archery. 
NL suggested considering a Badge Award scheme to recognise participation and development by 
Novices as they take on longer distances and higher-status Rounds. The principle was approved. 
 
12) REGULAR MEETINGS AND YEAR PLANNER 
The principle of holding meetings at two month intervals was agreed, and the Year planner was 
discussed briefly, a revision suggested, and it will be developed over time. 
 
ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
CONFIRMATION OF PROPOSAL TO SUBSIDISE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CLUBS discussed at the 
AGM: SCAA will refund Sussex Physically Handicapped Clubs for costs incurred in affiliating their 
members to Archery GB over and above the £50 previously charged for any number of members. 
Proposed PvB   Seconded ML  Passed Unanimously. 
 
 
The next Meeting will be on Monday 12th March at Brighton. 
 
 
 
 


